
The PBS C–1 Interface 

Built to the specifications of J-STD-101, the 

CMSP Gateway will have the capability to 

receive CMAC messages either from the 

Federal Alert Gateway via the C Interface 

or over-the-air via the C–1 Interface. 

As your backup interface to the CMAC    

aggregator, the PBS WARN Gateway offers 

a reliable, redundant, and cost-effective 

method for connecting to FEMA and for 

making sure that your subscribers stay 

safe and well-informed. 
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PBS WARN is a highly reliable, diverse, and low-cost 

distribution channel for delivering Wireless Enabled 

Alerts (WEAs) — emergency messages from FEMA 

to Commercial Mobile Service Providers (CMSPs).  

The PBS WARN system implements the J-STD-101  

C–1 interface by delivering the WEA emergency 

messages to participating CMSPs via free over-the-

air TV signals. 

Designed to complement the J-STD-101 C interface, 

PBS WARN’s C–1 solution: 

Adds reliability to a WEA delivery system 

Resists cyber attack 

Offers immunity from internet disruptions 

Does not incur significant operating expenses 

How Does PBS WARN work? 

FEMA delivers emergency messages to PBS for 

distribution throughout the United States via  

existing public television infrastructure. PBS’ 

comprehensive geographical footprint ensures 

maximum nationwide distribution of WEA 

messages. To ensure compatibility with  

consolidated data center facilities, every WEA 

message received by PBS is distributed by all 

PTV stations. CMSPs or hosting companies who 

wish to participate install over-the-air reception 

equipment at their domain for delivery of the 

WEA message to their subscribers.  

How Can My Company Implement the 

PBS WARN System? 

Send the Lat/Long for your proposed receive site 

to amsilverman@pbs.org and the PBS WARN 

team will send you a customized  deployment 

kit.  

Or visit our website for more  

information at  

www.pbs.org/about/WARN 

WEA Diversity Through Broadcast Technology  

How Does PBS WARN Benefit Carriers 

and Hosting Companies? 
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